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Abstract

Preliminary analysis of plan production In 1.2 GaV/nucleon Kr-XbBr

colllalona la praaentad. The negative plon multiplicity it conslatant with

• convolution of Poleeon dlatrlbutlona and a freece-out deotity between 1/3

and 1/2 easea! nuclear density la extracted. Global negative plon

kinematic rariablee are uaad to aearch for poaalbla atructure In the

mulel-pioa cmlaalon. Ho evidence for atructured ealailon or conservation

constraints la found. Flon lnterferometrv analyala gives a aource radios

of S.4±1.2 Feral and • frsete-out density of .31.2 tlaea normal nuclear

density.

An unresolved problem for phenoaenologlcal modala la the lack of an

adequate description of the obaarvad plon production In relatlvlatic heavy

Ion colllalona. Recent iuterpreEstiea1 ol the difference between date and

the models has led to aoma Interesting and controveralal conclusion*. In

addition, the dlffcrancea between various modal* suggest more refinement is

required before phyalcal conclualona can be drawn from such comparisons.

The •caauramant of plon production In heavier nuclear systems will provide

the neeeasary Information to develop a more adequate description of the
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plan production aechsnism. Ve preaent prellalnary data for multi-negative

plon production for the mass symaetrlc collisions of 1.2 GeV/nucleon Kr on

SbBro The preliminary nature of the data and statistics (approz. AOZ of

data sample) precludes any detailed cooparlaone with aodeli at preaent.

Xaatead, we will address two features of the multi-negative plon

production:

1) The negative plon sniltlplldty and the extraction of a freeze-out
density,

2) the typea of plon correlations present In the data.

The data were obtained using the Ul> streamer chamber at the Bevalac .

The 1.2 GeV/cucleon Kr bean was focused on • 0.65 g/cn RbBr target located

In the fiducial voluoe of the streamer chaaber. The chaober was triggered

to accept all but the most peripheral Interactions, selecting 8SZ of the

reaction cross section. Geometrically, this would correspond to accepting

all Interactions vlth an Impact paraaeter of 9.8 Fermi or leas. The

average observed charged particle multiplicity Is 37. The charged particle

Multiplicity distribution la shown In Fig. 1. The extension of the distri-

bution beyond the total nuclear disintegration Holt of 71 is due to the

charged plon production. The suppression of the low multiplicity events by

the trigger Is clearly evident.

The average observed negative plon multiplicity la 2.9. The negative

plon multiplicity dlotri'uutlon Is shown In Fig. 2. The distribution

decreases eonotonlcally with an approximately exponential behavior at large

Njp* The flattening at small negative pion multiplicities la a result of

the trigger bias. The overall shape of the distribution is the result of

the averaging over Impact parameters.

In thermal models the plon multiplicity distribution Is sensitive to

the freeze-out density. To discuss this sensitivity, we will use the

•ffactive one-plon fireball model of H. Qyulassy and S. K. Kauffaann*,

which assumes bath thermal and chemical equilibria, the plon production

ceases when the system expands to a critical freeze-out density. The

results derived from a critical freeze-out density of 1/3 pQ (solid curve)

and 1/2 pQ (dashed curve) where p is the normal nuclear density, are ahown

la Fig. 2. The trigger selection hat been Imposed and the estimated

negatlva plon detection efficiency of 90Z has been Included In the

calculations. The observed plon multiplicity distribution csn be well

described by a freeceout density between 1/3 and 1/2 Po> giving an optlaum

value of pc » (.381.04) pg. The results demonstrate that the slope of the

N distribution at large N Is sensitive to the freezeout density. The

frcezsout density can be extracted by using the average of the H

distribution; however, the average Is more sensitive to the details of the

trigger selection process thsn the slope of the N ^ dlatrlbutlon at large

N-
The results demonstrate that the observed distribution Is consistent

with being a convolution of Polason distributions. This expectation Is

baaed on very general principles and the assumption that emission of

sequential plons Is Independent and occurs under Identical conditions.

Additional parameters such as the percentage of center of KISS energy

•valuable for theraalltatlun can be Introduced. The analysis of the Nfl.

distribution can then be augmented with fitting the observed temperature to

dstsrmlns the additional parameters. More detailed models allowing for

separata determination of chemical and thermal freeceout densities can be
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applied as recently done by J. W. Harris et al. The negative plon

distribution provides a etatlstlcally sensitive measure of the freezeout

densities within the framework of the various nodels.

He also test whether there are aulti-pion correlations In the date.

The negative plor.e have been measured In a sample of 2500 events with

HB_>1. In looking for multi-negative plon correlations, we restrict

ourselves to the subeample of 20G0 events with N >2. For this subsample,
ft

the average negative plon aultlpllclty Is 4.4 and the average charged

particle aultlpllclty is 49* This subsample t.e weighted more to central

collisions than the overall data sample.

He will first Investigate If there are detectable correlations In

global plon variables. Possible correlations between the orientation of

the event plane and structure In the plon emission could result: from the

absorption of plons by spectator nuclcon matter or collective flow. The

sensitivity to possible correlations will depend on the variables chosen.

In this analysis we use the transverse plon source velocity

and the longitudinal plon source velocity

N
'«-

The two velocity distributions are shown In Fig. 3a, b. To determine If

this distribution is the result of structured plon emission, It Is

necaatary to conps»e with background event* which have no lnhevant correla-

tions present.
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The background events are generated by randomly choosing a negative

plons from a different events to create a "statistical" event of negative

plon miltipllclty a. Background events have been generated to produce the

sees aultlplldty distribution as the data. Generation of tbe background

ita (this manner has the advantages of producing the correct inclusive

distributions convoluted with the detection efficiency, and Is aodel

independent. In addition to removing possible correlations, any effects of

noaeotuB and energy constraints on these global distributions 1* also

removed. The solid curve in Pig. 3a,b is the distribution of the source

velocity obtained from the background events. The data and the

"statistical" events are In good agreement. He conclude that the aoaentum

and energy conservation constraints do not effect the N _ phase space.

Ve also conclude that there are no strong correlations, or structure, in

the plon ealsslon. He have subdivided the data sample into multiplicity

subgroups 2<N <5 and 6<N <10 and find the conclusions unchanged.

The symmetrlsstlon of the llke-boaon wavefunction causes an enhance-

ment In the aultlplon cross section. For two radiated negative pions, this

enhancement can be measured and the plon source dimensions, lifetime and

degree of coherence can be extracted using the technique of pion lnter-

feroaetry. For a Gaussian space-tiac source, this enhancement can be

represented as

whsra t Is ths source radius, t the lifetime, q and q are the relative

aoacntua and *n«rgy in tha center of aaes, K is a measure of the degree of

coherence (or laKarcapt par«Mter) and l l n normalisation parcactet. The
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function C(q,q ) Is the ratio of correlated two % cross section to the two

V cross section containing all phase apace constraints and correlations

except those caused by the Bose-Elnsteln symmetrlzatlon. As already

discussed, there Is no evidence of any strong dynamical correlations or

phase space constraints and therefore C(q,q ) Is the ratio of the two V

cross section to the square of the single n~ cross section.

The analysis Is performed on the 2000 events with N _>2. A momentum

cut of P, .R>75 HeV/c Is Imposed to reduce electron contamination and

multiple scattering. There are a total of 15000 correlated plon pairs using;

all possible pairs within an event. The combinatorics of generating these

pairs causes the lnterferometry analysis to be heavily weighted towards

high multiplicity events , I.e., central collisions. The average negative

plon multiplicity is 7.4 and the average charged particle multiplicity 1B

66 when weighted by the number of plon pairs.

The sensitivity of the analysis is controlled by the pair dsnelty
2 7 8

d n/(dqdqQ) and Is discussed in the literature. ' Our data analysis Is

Dost sensitive to the radius and less sensitive to the lifetime. The

correlation function C(q,qo> and the fit have been integrated over the

relative energy and displayed lr. Pig. A. The fitted source parameters are

R - (5.4il.2)fm,

t - (3.+7-3)fm/c,

and \ - .8±.3.

The Intercept parameter is consistent with the value K»l expected for a

totally chaotic source. The Intercept parameter la the only parameter

which Is sensitive to the correction for the %~-n~ Coulomb repulsion by a
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Camow factor. A value of X - .6 is obtained without the Gamow correction.

The plon source radius can be used to extract a measure of the plon

freeze-out density. The Gaussian radluB of 5.4 Fermi can be converted to a

sphere of uniform density with a radius of 8.4 Feral. Ue estimate the mean

number of participant nucleons weighted by the plon pairs to be 110. A

pion freezeout density of (.3±.2)pQ Is obtained. Figure 5 shows the

freete-out densities for four data ssaples as a function of the mean nunber

of participant nucleons. The data are consistent with a constant value of

the freeze-out density of (>3>P0 and therefore a scaling of the source
Q

radius with the cube root of the number of nucleons. This value of the

freeze-out density Is also consistent with the value H. A. Gustafason et

al. have reported for proton- proton correlations. Ve note that the

acniltlvlty to freezeout densities is approximately five tines better when

extracted from the negative pion multiplicity distribution then when

inferred through n~ lnterferometry. It might be expected that the negative

plon distribution Is determined by the density when chemical equilibrium

occurs, while the plon lnterferooetry measurea the density when both

Inelastic and elastic scattering procesaes cease. It does appear that the

data Is consistent with this hypothesis but any conclusive Interpretation

must await more statistics and a more complete analysis.
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Figure Captions

1. the number of evecta/bin as a function of the charged particle

nultlpllclty.

2. The number of events/bin ae a function of the negative plon

uultlpllclty.

3. The eventa/bln as a function of the a) tranaverse plcn aou~c« velocity

and b) the longitudinal plan source velocity. The data points (error

bars) and the rciulce of {he background events (solid curve) are

shovn.

4. The correlation function C(q,q ) and che tit ar« suosMd over Che

relative energy nnd displayed aa a function of the relative •oaentua,
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5. The freece-out density frota the lnterferoaetry analysis for 1.2

(circle) and 1.5 (square) CeV/nucleon As—KCJt (ref. 7), 1.8 (triangle)

GeV/nucleon Ar-Pb (ref. 10), and 1.2 (diamond) GeV/nucleon b-KbBr.

The densities are ahown as a function of the aean nunber of

participant nucleons, where the multiplicities have been weighted In

proportion to the nuober of plon pairs In the lnterferoaetry analysis.
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